
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Research Question: How does engaging in cycles of strategic action support students’ self-regulated learning? 
 
Self-regulated learning (SRL) refers to deliberate and reflective engagement in learning and involves metacognition, 
motivation, and strategic action (Perry, 2013; Zimmerman, 2008). It is a dynamic process with a clear temporal beginning and 
end that is contextualized within learning environments. Engaging learners in iterative cycles of strategic action or goal-
directed activity is central to SRL (Butler et al., in press). 
   

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Co-regulation: Instrumental support from teachers, peers or tools is one way 
to support SRL (Butler et al., in press).  
 
 

Research (Hadwin et al., 2011) indicates SRL is co-regulated in authentic learning tasks and contexts by: 
• Using strategic questioning and discussion (what, why, when students are doing what they are doing) 
• Providing scripts for learners to off-load monitoring and evaluation processes  
• Scaffolding learners to support the development of metacognitive skills, planning and strategy use 
 

In this poster we present  an example of how we are developing a co-regulating tool , My Planner for Youth (MPY), to script 
learners’ strategic action and scaffold their development of SRL in a specific context and task. 
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Conclusions 

• Co-regulation plays a crucial role in engaging students in active, goal-oriented learning. 
• Research is needed to understand: (a) the effectiveness of MPY to engage learners in goal-oriented/active music learning, and (b) 

how scripted frameworks like MPY automatize and support the development of SRL skills.  
• Tools like MPY empower learners and teachers because they can be adapted to suit different contexts, tasks and individuals. 
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• In collaboration with Claire we are adapting MPY to her instructional context and needs. This tool is based on a goal-setting tool 
developed for university students (Hadwin & Winne, 2012) . Our next step is implementing MPY as a check-in tool for each learner in 
small group cello lessons. 
 

We use a case-study participatory approach (Perry et al., 2015), 
operationalized as teacher with researcher inquiry, to help teachers in 
alternative education programs to: 

(a) Develop practices known to support SRL 
(b) Support school-aged children through SRL promoting practices 

 
This example is from a project in an afterschool music program that enrols 
children living in the lowest SES neighborhood in Canada. 
  
Participants 
Claire is one of 12 participating musician/teachers. She chose to focus her 
inquiry on Felix, a grade 4 student in her cello class (age: 10; ethnic/cultural 
minority, English first language). “I chose Felix because he was challenging 
[easily distracted, resistant, disruptive] but  also because of his high 
enthusiasm”. 
 
Data sources 
Claire’s documents from learning team meetings and classroom observations. 

The cycle of strategic action in music learning: What did Claire try?  

• Claire’s tried various SRL supportive practices in class with the purpose of engaging Felix in small group cello lessons 
• The SRL practices she tried tapped into the cycle of strategic action  
• She perceived these practices were effective:  “Felix was engaged right away [interested, asked questions]… participated in class 

without being disruptive”. 
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Introduction 

“Felix gained confidence in music sight reading as 
we did more and was engaged with the task” 
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Clear definition of the task and follow-
up on task interpretation 

A. Play the notes without rhythm 
B.  Play the rhythm without the notes  
(e.g., tap, clap ) 
C. Practice in 2-bar chunks, repeat each 
one until it feels great, then try the 
other chunk 
D. Sing or hum quietly 
E. Talk through it (e.g., say the 
fingerings or strings you need) 

“When I first look at it [music] I 
think it’s hard but after I try it is 
actually easy” (Felix) 

Gradual increase of 
task  difficulty 

 
Interpreting tasks and setting goals help learners to:   
(a) Plan their selection, use and adaptation of strategies that will  help them 
achieve goals     
(b) Monitor and evaluate their performance to reach their own and others’ 
goals/expectations. 
 
Learners re-engage in further cycles of strategic action as they adjust their goals 
and strategies in response to self-monitoring processes (Hadwin & Winne, 2012). 
Strategic action is influenced by personal experiences, knowledge, motivation, 
emotion, and beliefs (Butler et al., in press). 
 
Some groups of learners are more vulnerable in developing self-regulatory    
skills than others (e.g., children with learning disabilities, emotional and    
behaviour problems, and children who live in adversity, such as poverty),                     
but SRL is malleable and can be improved (Diamond & Lee, 2011; Butler &                     
Schnellert, 2015; Cleary, 2015). 

Next steps: Adapting and implementing My Planner for Youth (MPY) 
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